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ACTIVE CLASSROOM strategies are just one of the ways California myWorld Interactive 
supports active learning. These strategies provide a ton of cooperative learning activities to get your 
students actively involved with the content. Students get to build their own arguments, collect 
evidence, and collaborate with others through a variety of strategies in every lesson.  

Use the Rank It strategy to have 
students rank the most significant 
advantages of the American Revolution.

Use the Take a Stand strategy to have 
students decide what empire they 
would have preferred to live in.

Active Classroom

How does myWorld 
Interactive support 

active learning?



ACTIVE CLASSROOM strategies provide teachers with quick and effective activities to 
engage students as they explore a variety of concepts. They are embedded within lessons at point of 
use and are also located in the Front Matter section of the Teacher’s Edition as a bank of strategies.

Embedded within lessons                               Bank of strategies in Front Matter of TE



Active Journals provide students with consumable notebooks that include investigations and 
action-oriented Quest inquiry activities, Essential Question activities, Writing Workshops, Quick 
Activities, comprehensive note-taking and vocabulary support, as well as the creation of maps and 
timelines.

Active Journals



Quest activities provide an opportunity for students to develop questions, investigate a topic, 
synthesize information from different sources, and communicate their findings. There are several 
types of Quests: Project-Based Inquiry, Discussion Inquiry, and Document-Based Writing Inquiry.

Active Journal: Quests



The Essential Question starts the inquiry process that continues throughout each topic. 
It helps students make connections. These questions address social studies standards that call for 
compelling questions at the heart of inquiry. 

Active Journal



Writing Workshop and Take Notes features within students’ Active Journals provide 
opportunities for students to practice literacy skills as they complete various activities.

Writing Workshop Take Notes

Quick Activities within students’ Active Journals encourage students to work collaboratively 
on short team challenges that dig deeper to explore program content.

Quick Activities



Interactive 3-D Models allow students to manipulate virtual objects and 
explore them from different perspectives, such as a seafaring ship.

Interactive 3-D Model



Interactive 3-D Models provide students with opportunities to actively 
experience history. Want to see the Egyptian Pyramids…no problem!



Interactive Chart: 
Voting Responsibility 

What should I consider when I vote? 
Should I watch the debates? 

Students learn what is effective and 
ineffective in this engaging activity.

Interactive Chart: 
Confucianism and Daoism  

Want to read a quote from 
Confucius? Well, it’s only a click 

away!   



Interactive Timelines organize content into meaningful displays. In this 
example, students actively explore Roman rulers by clicking the various pictures 
along the timeline to gather more information.  

X



Interactive Maps 
offer opportunities 
for students to learn 
how location, 
climate, resources, 
and politics shape a 
region. 

So what are the 
major features of 
South America that 
make it special? 
Students simply click 
a spot on the map to 
learn more.  

The best part is 
students can check 
their understanding 
and get instant 
feedback!

Interactive Maps



Reading Checks

Reading Checks are positioned strategically throughout each lesson to 
check comprehension and ensure students interact with the text as they 
read. You can also use them as a whole-class discussion point to 
encourage collaboration and connections to the content.



on Savvas Realize® provide 
opportunities for students to respond 
to the content throughout a lesson. 

Online Notebooks 

and topic videos encourage excitement, 
curiosity, and active involvement at the 
start of every topic.

The Essential Question

, accompanying

Videos



Discussion Board 
prompts provide 
opportunities to encourage 
classroom conversations
and engagement. These 
prompts are located at the 
end of every lesson on the 
side panel of the Teacher’s 
Edition. 



Look no further than the Front Matter of your 
Teacher’s Edition.

Need additional 
tips? 

CALIFORNIA
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